Brown Sabbath is the alter ego of Austin-based Brownout, delving into the catalog of the Hard Rock and Heavy Metal godfathers themselves Black Sabbath. “Hand Of Doom” featuring Black Angels singer Alex Maas on vocals is the lead-off single with “The Wizard” on the flip, pressed on limited colored splatter 10inch.

Remaining true to the darkness, bombast and fuzz of Sabbath’s sound, Brownout reinvents the music with their trademark flavors of Latin-Funk and Psychedelic Rock. Powerful horns combined with Alex Maas’ haunting vocals, funk-up drums and percussion transform Hand Of Doom into a Rock and Funk juggernaut that clocks in at almost 8 minutes long. On the flip Alex Marrero takes his turn on the vocals and channels his inner Ozzy Osbourne with the band’s full horn section taking place of the harmonica in the original and once again adding funky sensibility and Latin flourishes to make it their own.

Look for the full-length Brownout presents “Brown Sabbath” LP to drop early Summer 2014.
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LIMITED 10IN SPLATTER VINYL PRESSING

RECOMMENDED UBIQUITY TITLES:

- THE ECHOCENTRICS
  - SUNSHADOWS
  - CD/LP

- DARONDO
  - DIN T I EP
  - EP

- IKEBE SHAKEDOWN
  - STONE BY STONE
  - CD/LP